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Abstract 
Lin, J.P., Cup products and finite loop spaces, Topology and its Applications 45 (1992) 73-84. 
A new factorization of the cup product u(Sq’u) through secondary operations is used to study 
the existence of spaces whose mod 2 cohomology is a polynomial algebra. Criteria are developed 
to determine when a finite loop space has the rational cohomology of a Lie group. In a subsequent 
paper it is shown that the first nonvanishing homotopy group of a finite H-space must occur in 
degrees 1, 3 or 7. 
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Introduction 
In this paper we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Let x E H4k( Y; Z,) for k 3 2 with x E ker Sq*‘, is 2 and x E ker Sq4k-‘. 
There exist secondary operations c$,, for 0 s i G 3 and CJ$,,~ such that 
x(Sq8x) E Sq243(x) + sq43242c4 + SqX4,(x) 
+ (Sq9+ sq4~5)d%,(x) + MJ,2w1*. 
* Partially supported by the National Science Foundation 
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Theorem A has several applications. We list a few here. 
Theorem B. There is no space Ywith H*( Y, H,) = A (y, Sq’y) where deg y = 0 mod 4, 
deg y 2 12. If deg y = 8, there is no space Y with H*( Y; 22,) = H,[y]/y4. 
Theorem C. Suppose H*( Y; Z,) is a ,finitel,v generated pol_vnomial algebra on 
generators of’ degrees congruent to zero mod 8. Then H*( Y; Z2) is acyclic. 
Theorem D. Suppose H”( Y, Z,) is a finitely generated pol_vnomial algebra with 
generators of degrees congruent to zero mod 4. Then 
dim QH I”+‘( Y; Z2) 2 dim QH”‘+“( Y; .?I,). 
Theorem E. Let X be a finite loop space with H*(X; Z,) an exterior algebra with 
generators in degrees congruent to minus one mod 4. If 
dim QH43(X; Z,) 3 dim QH4’(X; E2), 
then X has the rational cohomology of a Lie group. 
In a subsequent paper, Theorem A will be used to prove that any 7-connected 
finite H-space with associative mod 2 homology is acyclic. It will follow that such 
H-spaces have jrst nonvanishing homotopy group in degrees 1, 3 or 7. 
The above theorems are relevant to several long standing problems. Steenrod’s 
problem was to classify all polynomial algebras that can be realized as the 
cohomology of a space. Theorems C and E yield information on this problem. 
Recent work of Lin and Williams [ 121 attempts to prove that any finite loop space 
with cohomology generators in degrees congruent to minus one mod 4 has the 
rational cohomology of a Lie group. Theorem E provides sufficient conditions for 
this result to be satisfied. 
In general the factorization of cup products through higher order operations has 
been studied by many authors. Adams stable factorization of u3 where deg u = 2’, i Z= 
4 yielded information about which spheres are H-spaces [l]. Work of Mahowald, 
Peterson, Thomas and Hughes studied secondary operations that contain s[uSq”u]. 
These operations were applied to the study of immersions of manifolds [14], 
Whitehead products [13] and vector fields on manifolds [18]. 
The author would like to express his thanks to John McCleary, T.B. Ng, Mike 
Slack and Frank Williams for useful conversations. The author also appreciates the 
wonderful hospitality he received while working at the Mathematical Sciences 
Research Institute. 
Throughout this paper the following notational conventions will be observed. 
K(Zz, i i i 1, 2, 3,‘.‘, i,,)= fi K(Zz, i,) 
,=I 
All cohomology will be assumed to be with mod 2 coefficients unless otherwise 
stated. The notation Sq’.’ will mean Sq’Sq’. Q’ and P’ will denote QH’(X) and 
PHI(X) respectively. 
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1. Construction of the factorization 
In this section, we prove that under certain conditions, it is possible to factor 
x4,,(Sq8xJh) through secondary operations. This will be done by showing such a 
factorization exists in the cohomology of a stable two stage Postnikov system. It 
then follows that any space that lifts to this Postnikov system will also have a 
factorization. 
Via arguments in the projective plane we also show that the factorization of a 
cup product produces a tertiary operation with nontrivial reduced coproduct xah-, 0 
sq8x4k-l~ 
Let A, B, C be the following matrices 
sq’ 
c= 
sq’ 
i 1 sq4 ’ % 4L1 
B= [f; j; s;[;3 # 
A = (Sq”+ Sq4,‘, Sq’, Sq4,“, Sq’, Sq4’+4). 
Then AB = 0 and BC = 0 when applied to cohomology elements of degree s4k. 
The matrix relation BC = 0 will define five secondary operations, and the relation 
AB = 0 will show that there is a relation between these operations. 
Let w be the following infinite loop map 
w:K(Z2,4k)+K(Z2,4k+1,4k+2,4k+4,8k-l), 
w*( i4k+2z) = Sq”i41, for i = 0, 1,2, 
w*( &k -,) = sq4”-‘i,, . 
Let E,, be the fibre of w. We have the following diagram: 
K(Z2,4k,4k+1,4k+3,8k-2) 
(1.1) 
+ 
K(Z,, 4k) 2 K(Z2,4k+1,4k+2,4k+4,8k-1) 
Because Sq4kt’ = Sq’Sq4”p’ + Sq4”Sq’, there is an element v, E H8”(Eo) with 
j*(u,)=Sq2i,,~,+Sq4’i,,. If s$-’ is not in the left ideal generated by Sq’, Sq’, 
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Sq4, then o1 is not primitive. See [7]. In fact by [13] 
XU, = udk 0 udk where u,,~ = p*( &). 
Remark. Don Davis has shown using [2] that Sq 4k-’ is not in the left ideal generated 
by Sq’, Sq*, Sq4 unless k = 1,2,3. For purposes of this discussion, we assume k 3 4. 
At the end of this section, a separate argument will be used for k = 2,3. 
Note that 
0’E,==fi2E:,x K(Z,,8k-4) (1.2) 
where the splitting has a twisted H-structure. Here E;, is the fibre of w’ where 
(w’)*(idht2r) = Sq”&, i=O, 1,2. By [19], 
_ 
A(lOi,k_,) = u,,,_,@u~~_~, 
((T*y( U‘$k) = l&&l. 
Consider the following primitive elements of H*(R’E,,): 
wj= 10Sq8i,~~,+(SqXU~I,~?)U4L _?Ol, 
w2= 10Sq4i,L_,, 
w, = 1@.Sq’i,k._4, 
wg= l@Sq’i,k_4. 
We have the following relation: 
Sq’w,+Sq4~‘w~+Sq~w,+(Sq”+Sq4~5)W”=0. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
It will be useful to be able to desuspend the w, twice. Recall the following facts 
about suspension: 
If X is a simply connected H-space, cr*: QH’+‘(X)+ PH’(LIX) is 
onto unless there are nonzero transpotence elements in PH’(0X) 
or 1= 8m +2 and there is a generator x4m+2~ 14”“+‘(x) with 
U*(X) = 0 and x1= 0 by [8, Theorem 1.161. (1.5) 
If H*(X) is a bicommutative Hopf algebra, then by [15], PH“(X) z 
QH’(X) if PH,(X) and PH“(X) contain no squares. (1.6) 
We now show how to desuspend the ~1,. 
Theorem 1.1. There exist elements v, E H*(E,), i =O, 1, 2, 3 with the following 
properties 
(1) ((T*)7(U;) = w,. 
(2) For i # 1, the vi are primitive, iv, = ~~~0 uqk. 
(3) j*(vd = sq’&I,-z, 
j*(v,) = SqZi8k-2+ Sq4/‘&, 
j*(s) =Sq4igL-2+Sq4h+1iqL+,, 
j*(s) = Sq8iRh_z+Sq4k+3i4~+3. 
4 
cfII)* 
)- H*(K(Z,,4k-1,4k,4k+2,8k- 3)) (1.7) 
<,* I 
H*(R’E”) = H*(K(Ez,4k-2,4k-1,4k+1,8k-4)) 
By (1.3), (1.5), and (1.6), there exist primitive elements Bw, E H*(RE,J with 
(T*( Bw,) = wj. 
BY (1.3) 
(fij)*( Bw,) = Sq2’igkpx + aiidk_, + Piirlk + yii4k+2 
where (Y,, pX, yi E d(2). By (1.2) and (1.7) 
fl*(~,i+r + P& + yii4k+2) = 0, 
m,ihk_,+~&+ yli4k+2E PH8”p’t”(K(Z,, 4k-1,4k, 4k+2)). 
For i> 0, u* is manic. Therefore (Y, = PC = y, = 0. For i = 0, ker a* = 
<H*( K(Z2, 4k - 1,4k, 4k+ 1)). So PO= y0 = 0 and (Y” could be Sq4”-‘. But if 
(aj)*(BwJ = % 4he’i41\_,+Sq’iXh_3, then r(flj)*(Bw”) = Sq4kp’,‘i4k-, f 0 where 7 is 
the transgression. Therefore, (Y,, = 0. 
In conclusion, 
(flj)*(Bw,) = Sq”i,,_,. (1.8) 
Applying (1.4) and (1.5) again, there exist ui E H*(E) with o*(v,) = BWi. By [5], 
if the U, are not primitive, 2z.1; = ~,u,,@~,LL,~ where ai E d(2). But since Sq’, Sq’, 
Sq4 annihilate u,~, it follows that for i # 1, the z), are primitive. By a previous 
argument LiU, = udk 0 uqh . 
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Proof. Consider the following diagram of suspended maps: 
H*(E,) I*_, H*(K(Zz,4k,4k+1,4k+3,8k-2)) 
It remains to verify statement (3) of the theorem. By (1.7) 
j*(q) = Sq2’ixk-2+ S,i,, + Eiirll+, + T,iqlt2. 
In order for rj*(q) = 0 we must have 
6, = Sq4k, e, = Sq4hf’, q3 = sq4”+‘. 
BY (1.7), 
a*(61i4k + d4k+1 + ni4k+2) = 0, 
@4h + &ii4k+l + qii4k+Z E PHghe2+” (K(Z2,4k,4k+1,4k+3)). 
Since ker (T* C_ &H*( K (Zz, 4k, 4k + 1,4k + 3)), the only possibilities are: 
j*(u,) = Sq’igkmz, 
j*(u,) = Sq2i,k_2+Sq4ki41\, 
j*(vJ= Sq4ixk_z+Sq4h+‘i4L+,+a2Sq4k+‘Sq’i,,, 
j*(v,) = Sqxixk_2+ Sq4h+3i‘,L+x  aISq4”+““i4k+, + b3Sq4h+3Sq’i4k 
+ c,Sq 
4h.+3,?,1 
‘41,. 
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The a,, b,, ci can be any elements in HZ and the above formulas will define elements 
that satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem. We choose a, = b, = c, = 0 and 
condition (3) is also satisfied. q 
Let v,,,~E PH*(E,,) be defined by 
j*( v,)J = Sq4i,k + Sq%,~+, + Sq’idk+3. 
We now prove Theorem A. 
Theorem 1.2. In H*(E,,) there exists a relation 
(Sq~u4~)u~c=Sq~v~+Sqd~~v~+Sqxv,+(sqy+Sq4~5)v~+(v~,~)2. 
Proof. Let z = Sq3vj + Sq”,‘v, + Sq’v, + (Sq’+ Sq4,5)vo+ ( vo,JZ. Then one can check 
that j*(z) = 0. Further, by Theorem 1.1, 
z+(SqXu,,,)u4AE PH*(E,,)nkerj”=p*PH”(K(Z,,4k)). 
Hence z + ( Sq8u4A)u4L = (YULE where LY E d(2). By construction and (1.4) 
(cT”)‘( (YL&) = 0. 
It follows that (YULE cH*( K (Z,, 4k)) because 
(+*: pH~~+7 (K(Z2, 4k))+ PHX”+6(K(B,, 4k)) 
is manic. Therefore a~,~ = (/3~~~)’ where deg /3 = 4. But /3ud1 = 0 since z44L lies in 
ker( Sq’, Sq’, Sq4). Therefore auql, = 0, and z = ( Sq8u4h)u4h. q 
We now prove Theorem B. 
Corollary 1.3. There is no space Y with mod 2 cohomologJ> 
H*(Y)=I\(u,,,Sq’u,,) forka4. 
Corollary 1.4. For k 2 4, 
(Sq*~~k)~=Sq~~~vj+Sq~~~~~v,+(Sq’~~’+Sq’~~~+Sq’2~4)v, 
+ sqy sq’ + sq4,5) v,, + ( sq4v,)J’. 
Proof. Apply Sq8 to Theorem 1.2. L1 
The cases when k = 2,3. In these cases 
sq 4h~‘=,$q70rSq”, 
sq’= sq3sq”, 
sq ’ 1 = sq”sq’ + sq”.’ sq4. 
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Write Sq4”-’ = a,Sq’+ (w2Sq4. Define matrices 
sq’ 
C’= sq’ ) 
i 1 sq4 
i 
0 %‘a, sq’cu, 
sq4” Sq’cY, sq*cY, 
B’= 0 sqhL+‘+sq4cI, Sq4az 
0 Sq% Sq 
Sq4 SqZ3’ Sq’ I 
4k+3 + sqxaz 
A’ = ( Sq9 + Sq4,5, Sq’, Sq4,‘, Sq’, Sq4’+4). 
We define 
w’:K(Z2,4k)+K(E2,4k+1,4k+2,4k+4) 
by 
w’*( i4k+2z) = Sq2’i4k. 
Let Eh be the fibre of w’. Then in R’E; there exists an element y E H8”-4(R2E&) 
. - 
wnh Ay = u~~_~@u~~_~. 
Let 
wj= 10SqXy+(Sq8U4r_?)U4~_*, 
w2 = 10 Sq4y, 
w, = losq’y, 
wg= msq’y. 
As in the previous argument, if we desuspend the w, twice, we prove Theorem 1.2. 
2. Proof of Theorem D 
Let X =RY 
We have u*QH*( Y) = PH*(X) = QH*(X), hence, H*(X; Z,) is primitively 
generated exterior. If X E QH”-‘(X; ZJ then either I is even or odd. If 1 is odd, 
then by [16], 
X=Sq’j and Sq’X=O. 
So it suffices to assume 2 E QH’6’-‘(X; Z,). Now by [16], 
QH ‘6t+3(X; Z>) = Sq4QH-‘(X; Zz), 
QH 16’+‘(X; Z,) = Sq8QH’6’-‘(X; Z,). 
So if we show for X E QH ‘+’ (X; Z,) that Sq4X = 0 implies Sq’X = 0, this will prove 
Theorem D. 
Recall that since H*(X; if,) is primitively generated there is an exact sequence 
O+ P(x$H*)+ PH*+ QH*+O. 
Choosing a primitive representative for x, we get that 
x lies in kernel of Sq’, Sq”, Sq4 and Sq”” (2.1) 
by application of the exact sequence and the fact that H*(X) is exterior and QH* 
is concentrated in degrees congruent to minus one mod 4. 
Now consider the construction of Section 1 for k = 41. In that case, there is a 
space E. defined as follows: 
K(Z,, 161); K(Z2, 161+1, 161+2,161+4,321-l)=K,, 
w”(i,,,+*~)=Sq2’i,,,, j=o,1,2, 
w*(i32,-1) = Sq’“‘-Ii,,,. 
By Theorem 1.1, there exists elements ZIP E H’2’-2t”( E,) that have the property 
(a*)‘( 21;) = 1 OSq2’i321_4 for i < 3, 
(o*)‘(+)= 10Sq8i~2,~4+(Sq8i,61~2)ilh/201, 
and by Corollary 1.4, 
(Wu ,h,)2 = sq8.2u3 + sq834~2v2 
+(Sq’5~‘+Sq’4~2+(Sq4~8+Sq”J+Sq’“~2)Sq4)2), 
+sq8(Sqy+sq4~5)zIo+(sq4?J(j2)2. 
Let wO: E, x K (Z2, 321+ 8) + K, be defined as follows: 
K, = i K(Z,, 321--2+2’) x K(Z2, 321+1,321+2,321+5,321+6) 
,=” 
if, 
xK(Z2,321+12)xK(Z2,321+9,32f+10)xK(E2,161+8), 
wX(i~2,-2+I~) = z1,, i = 0, 2,3, 
wo*(iX2,+,) = Sq’v,, 
wZi32,+2) = Sq’v,, 
wo*(iJ21+d = Sq’u,, 
w$(i32,+6) = sq2’4f+, 
wX(ix2,+,2) = Sq8,4vl - Sq4i321+8, 
w,*(G2,+,) = Sq’i32,+8, 
wo*(h+d = Sq2ij2,+X, 
wkYi16,+d = Sq4vo,2. 
(2.2) 
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If E, is the fibre of w. 
fiK1 
I 
E, (2.3) 
I 
E,x K(Zz, 321+8) W” F K, 
one can check that in H*( E,), (Sq’u,,,)‘= 0. In fact, if the above diagram is looped, 
R’K, 
+ 
RE,x K(Z2, 321+7) ‘jwn + OK, 
I 
K(Z2, 161-l)& flK, 
we have 
Theorem 2.1. There exists an element v E H32’t’4(0EI) with 
dv = Sq8i,6r_,@Sq8i161-1 
and 
j:(v) = Sq8’2i32r+4+ SqX~4~2i32,+ Sq8(Sq9+Sq4,5)i321_3 
+ Sq’5i32r_, + Sq’4i32, + Sq”i32,+3+Sq10i32,+4 
+ Sq4i32,+lo+ Sq7i321t7 + Sq6i32,+8. 
By (2.1) there is a commutative diagram 
RE,x K(Z2, 321+7) 
fO is defined as follows. There is a lifting into CIE,,, call it 1”. 
By [ll, Appendix] 
a3(wf) = Sq4a3(f) E Sq4H’“‘P2(X A X A X) 
=(LiOl-loa)[D~“]=o, 
(2.4) 
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since f is a loop map. So [D~,,]E PH*(X)OfH*(X) except possibly in degree 
161+2. Since [Q,,] lies in degrees 161-1, 161, 161+2, 321-3 and PH*(X) is 
concentrated in degrees = - 1 mod 4, 
[II?,,] lies in degree 161+2. (2.5) 
Note that 
and 
.njg(cT*u,) = Sq”iQ-x (2.6) 
.nj$(v,,:) = Sq”i,,,_, +Sq~.‘i,,,+Sq’i,,,+,. 
Therefore &8(q) and &(u,,~) are primitive. Since PH*(X) is concentrated in 
degrees congruent to minus one mod 4, 
j$(~*(v,))==O for i# 1 
and 
~~((T*(v,)) E kernel of Sq’, Sq’, Sq’.‘, Sq’. 
Further by [17], Sq4fcTa*(vo.,) = 0 and Sqx,4&(r*(u,)) = Sq4y for some y E 
PH*(X). We define,fZ( &+,) = y and the factor of,f;, in LJE,, to be A,. Then checking 
(2.2) we have that L?w,,J;, is null homotopic. So there is a commutative diagram 
(2.7) 
which yields by (2.5) 
(2.8) 
Since H*(X) is 2 torsion free, fi actually factors through a K(ZCz,, 161+2). 
RE, 
-3 
-- 
-y_---- I (2.9) __-- 
x XX-L K(Z,>,, 16/;2)“- K(LZ,16/+2) A f2E,,x K(LZ, 321+7) 
IT 
By (2.6), (fiw,)j’ is only nontrivial on Sq4a*(vo,2). In fact, 
(j’)*(nw,)*(sq”(s*(Vo,Z)) = s44s4’h,l+,. 
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It follows that j’p has a lifting y to RE’. By Theorem 2.1 
ifi = sq%osq!x+ D?(V) 
E Sq’x@Sq’x+ 0*y*(v)+im Sq’,‘+im Sqx,4,2 
+im Sqx(Sq”+Sq4,‘)+im Sq”+im Sq14+im Sq” 
+im Sq’“+im Sq4+im Sq’+im Sq6 
E Sq8xOSqxx+ 0*y*(v)+im Sq4. 
By [17], the only elements that can hit Sq”x via Steenrod operations lie in degrees 
=7 mod 8. 
Since [q*] lies in degree ~2 mod 8, the projection of 0*y*( v) E QHlh’+‘@ QH16’+’ 
is trivial and so is im Sq4. 
We conclude fr( V) is a nontrivial nonprimitive generator. This is a contradiction 
and proves Theorem D. 0 
Proof of Theorem E. By [ 111, it is shown that if dim QH”(X) 2 dim QHs5(X) and 
dim QH43(X) 3 dim QH4’(X), then X has the rational cohomology of a Lie group. 
By Theorem D, dim QH”(X) 2 dim QH55(X). 0 
Proof of Theorem C. If I%*( Y) is not acyclic, the arguments of [16] applied to 
H*(Y) imply that the first nonvanishing cohomology class occurs in degree 8 or 
16. Let u be such a class deg u = 4k where k = 2 or 4. 
Case 1: deg u = 8. Then Sq*u = u2 # 0 and u4 f 0 since H*( Y) is a polynomial 
algebra. By Theorem A, u3 = u(Sq’u) = SqH4,(u). Therefore 
SqX(u3) = u4= Sq8SqXf#Q(u) = c sq’6-“sq2’#Jl(u) =o 
,=” 
since H*( Y) is concentrated in degrees =O mod 8. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: deg u = 16. In degrees less than 48, H*(Y) is concentrated in degrees 
16, 24, 32, 40, 48. If Sq8u = 0, then by [I] 
0 f u2 = Sq”u = C q,,&(u) = %,,&,,(n). 
For u2 to be nonzero we must have u2 = Sq*&,(u). But by [17], &,3(u) = Sq’u’ for 
some U’E If”( Y) so u1 = Sq’Sq’u = Cl=0 Sq’+” Sq”u = 0. Therefore Sq’u # 0 and 
hence is an algebra generator because H*( Y) beings in degree 16. By Theorem A, 
u(Sq’u) = Sq”@,(u). Therefore 
Sq8[u(Sq”u)] = (SqXu)“= SqXSqX~,(u) 
= ,i<, sq’hm2’ Sq”&(U) = 0. 
But (Sq’u)’ # 0. This is a contradiction. Hence H*( Y) must be acyclic. This proves 
Theorem C. 0 
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